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Abstract
In this paper we detail the connection between nitely presented ltrations and the model-
theoretic denition of m-dimension. This is used to show that a locally coherent category C has
such a nitely presented Krull ltration i it is semi-noetherian. Finally, we use model-theoretic
results of Ziegler to establish some new connections between a locally coherent category and its
conjugate. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 03C60; 16D90; 16B70; 18E15
1. Introduction
1.1. Preliminaries
It is necessary to introduce immediately the main concepts we will use in this paper;
Section 1.2 will then provide an overview of what we will do and why we should
be interested. An additive category with direct limits is said to be locally nitely
presented [14, Section 3:5] provided that it has a generating set of nitely presented
objects which in this context are dened to be the objects X such that the functor
HomC(X;−) commutes with direct limits. By [4, Section 2:4], every locally nitely
presented abelian category is Grothendieck. Our basic objects of study will be the
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locally coherent categories [22, Chapter 2, Denition 1]. These are locally nitely pre-
sented abelian categories with the property that the full subcategory of nitely presented
objects, which we denote by Cfp, is abelian.
We will be particularly interested in the (modular) lattices of nitely generated
(equivalently nitely presented) subobjects of nitely presented objects in locally co-
herent categories. Our main results will involve two dimensions borrowed from Model
Theory, the rst of which has proven to be particularly useful both in general situations
and also when studying pure-injective modules over specic rings (for example in the
representation theory of tame nite-dimensional algebras). We dene the m-dimension
for any nitely presented object in a locally coherent category C to be the m-dimension
of its lattice of nitely presented subobjects and say that C has m-dimension i every
object of Cfp has m-dimension. The m-dimension of a modular lattice L is dened as
follows [17, p. 205]: For L we dene a congruence L whereby if a  b in L then
a L b i the interval [a; b] has nite length. [17, p. 204] shows that we can then
dene a sequence of congruences and corresponding quotient lattices on L such that
 L−1 = L, −1 being the identity congruence on L (i.e. a −1 b i a= b),
 for a successor ordinal, having dened L and  we dene L+1 = L= L and
+1 as the congruence on L such that a +1 b i a L b where a; b are,
respectively, the congruence classes of a and b in L,
 for limit ordinals  we dene  as the union S<  and L = L= .
We say that L has m-dimension  i L is the trivial, one point lattice and  is the
least ordinal with this property. We note that when this is the case then  must be
a successor ordinal. If the m-dimension of L does not equal any ordinal we say that
m-dimL=1 and this holds i L has a densely ordered subchain by [17, p. 2.18]. By
the denition of m-dimension we clearly have m-dimL=m-dim Lop.
If instead we had said L was the smallest congruence such that a L b whenever
the interval [a; b] is a chain the process above would dene the notion of breadth.
When L is dened with respect to this congruence, we say that the breadth of L is 
i L is the trivial lattice and  is the least ordinal with this property. We say that L
has undened breadth, or that L has breadth 1, if this fails to happen. It is clear that
L has innite breadth i Lop does.
Remark 1.1. There is an alternative denition of m-dimension which can be found
in either Ziegler’s paper [25] (where this notion is referred to simply as dimension),
or in [10]. These denitions can give dierent values to the denition we have given
in limit ordinal cases. These dierences are of little importance but Prest’s deni-
tion works better in our more category-theoretic context and we use this through-
out.
We recall [5, Chapter 15] that a Serre subcategory A of an abelian category C is
dened to be one that is closed under kernels, cokernels and extensions. We dene
[5, Denition 15:3] the quotient category C=A to have the same objects as C with
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Hom-groups given by HomC=A(X; Y ) = lim! HomC(X
0; Y=Y 0) with X 0X , Y 0Y and
X=X 0, Y 0 2 A. The natural functor T :C ! C=A, which we occasionally denote as
TA for clarity, is called the quotient functor [5, 15:4] and is exact. Now suppose
that C is Grothendieck. By a localising subcategory L of C we mean [5, 15:11] a
Serre subcategory closed under innite direct sums (and hence direct limits). This is in
accordance with the usual denition of a subcategory being localising i the quotient
functor it denes has a right adjoint (and hence commutes with colimits [5, Section
15:11; 24, p. 104]. We will denote this right adjoint by S :C=L ! C and shall call
such a functor a section functor [5, Section 15:11]. If C is a Grothendieck category
and if L is localising subcategory then [5, Section 15:31; 14, Chapter 4, Proposition
6:1] C=L is also Grothendieck. The nitely presented Krull ltration for a locally
coherent category C is a non-decreasing sequence of Serre subcategories of Cfp dened
as follows (the notation is similar to [12, pp. 197{200]). We take F−1=f0g and dene
recursively the full subcategories of Cfp so that the objects of F+1 are precisely those
X 2 Cfp such that X has nite length in Cfp=F and F=
S
< ]F for  a limit ordinal.
For each ordinal , H is dened to be the localising subcategory of C generated by
F. We say that C has f.p-dimension  i Cfp = H and  is the least ordinal with
this property. Otherwise the f.p. dimension of C is undened.
1.2. Overview
The category one should have in the back of one’s mind when reading this article
is the category (mod − R; Ab) of additive functors from the category of nitely pre-
sented right R-modules to the category of abelian groups. For every ring R, (mod −
R; Ab) is locally coherent. The comments of Section 3 explain how the denition of
m-dimension as presented in Section 1.1 for (mod − R; Ab) is equivalent to the tradi-
tional model-theoretic denition of this concept. The main result of Section 4 then con-
nects the category-theoretically inspired f.p. Krull ltration with the model-theoretically
in-spired m-dimension.
Theorem 4.5. Let X be a nitely presented object in the locally coherent category
C. Then X has nite non-zero length in C=H i the m-dimension of X in C is +1.
We hope that this result will nd some practical application when C = (mod −
R; Ab). Representation theorists in particular have become interested in m-dimension
as a means of classifying algebras and a formulation in purely algebraic terms allows
some interesting results on m-dimension [17] to pass over to the functor category.
An example where both model-theoretic and functorial approaches have both proved
fruitful is in the various treatments of tame hereditary artin algebras leading up to the
classication of the Ziegler Spectra of these algebras. The early papers of Baur [1],
Prest [16] and Geigle [8] are clearly in the model theory, model theory and functorial
camps respectively and these last two papers contain some results on m-dimension and
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f.p. dimension, respectively, that can now be seen to be equivalent. The later papers
of Prest [19] and Ringel [21] in which the Ziegler spectra of tame hereditary artin
algebras are classied contain (both) elements of these two methods.
A more recent application arises in the domestic string algebras n of [23]. Here
computations by the author, Prest and Schroer again using both the model-theoretic and
functorial approaches have shown that the (nite) m-dimension of such rings depends
only on the value of n. The equivalence of f.p. dimension and m-dimension has helped
establish a strong link between m-dimension and the degree of nil-potency of the
!-radical of n, as a future paper of Schroer’s will illustrate. Further (unpublished)
computations by Prest and Schroer have suggested that a generalisation to domestic
string algebras may be possible.
Theorem 4.5, though useful, is not dicult or surprising. Indeed, regardless of what
algebraic structures one specialises to, applying model-theoretic denitions, ranks and
theorems in the given context more often than not throws up existing notions, ranks
and theorems. However, sometimes new results can also present themselves; striking
examples in several areas can be found in the literature. In this paper, a result deeper
than Theorem 4.5 is obtained and it links m-dimension more loosely with a dierent
ltration of the locally coherent category C.
The Krull ltration of C can be dened for any Grothendieck category by succes-
sively quotienting out simple objects in a way similar to the manner in which nitely
presented simple objects are quotiented out using the nitely presented Krull ltration.
We let C0 be the localising subcategory of C generated by all the simple objects,
C+1 be the localising subcategory generated by those X 2 C which become simple
or zero in C=C and C be the union of all the C with < when  is a limit
ordinal. We say that the category C has Krull{Gabriel dimension  i C = C and 
is the least ordinal with this property. Using the terminology of [14], we say that C
is a semi-noetherian category if C has Krull{Gabriel dimension  for some ordinal ,
otherwise we say that the Krull{Gabriel dimension of C is undened.
It is easy to see that for C locally coherent CH for any ordinal . The main
result of Section 5 shows that if C=C for some ordinal  then then there exists some
ordinal    with C=H. In other words, if C has Krull{Gabriel dimension then C
has f.p.-dimension which we express as follows:
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that C is locally coherent and semi-noetherian. Then C has
m-dimension.
Some corollaries follow from this result. Firstly a locally coherent category is semi-
noetherian i its conjugate (in the sense of Roos [22]) is semi-noetherian. A nice
application is that for an arbitrary ring R, (mod − R; Ab) is semi-noetherian i (R −
mod; Ab) is semi-noetherian. This adds to a long list of properties shared by (R −
mod; Ab) and (mod − R; Ab). However, this example is unusual in that most of the
others are direct consequences of Auslander’s, Prest’s or Herzog’s (see [18] for details)
dualities whilst this shared property of semi-noetherianness is not.
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The nal part of the paper translates a result of Ziegler from the model theory
of modules into a theorem for locally coherent categories. The existence of nitely
presented objects with breadth=1 is shown to be equivalent to the existence of
a continuous injective object in C under a certain countability assumption. In par-
ticular if the skeleton of Cfp is countable then C has a continuous injective ob-
ject i its conjugate does. So just as the existence of a nitely presented object
without m-dimension implies that C is not semi-noetherian, the existence of a nitely
presented object without breadth implies that C is not locally coirreducible under a
countability assumption.
2. Category theory preliminaries
We know, since sums of subobjects of an object of a Grothendieck category are
expressible as direct limits that every object X 2 C has a largest subobject in the
localising subcategory L [5, Section 15:19A] which we denote by XL. If XL = 0
we say that X is L-torsion free and if X = STX we say that X is L-closed. We
will often confuse the objects of C and C=L. For example, we might say that X ,
an object of C, is a simple object of C=L when strictly we mean that TLX is
simple in C=L. We shall say that a family of objects fXigi of a Grothendieck
category C generates a localising subcategory L if L is the smallest localising
subcategory of C containing all the objects Xi. The following is well-known (see
[14, p. 345]).
Lemma 2.1. If X 2 C is a simple object in C=L; where L is a localising subcate-
gory of the Grothendieck category C; then X=XL has a indecomposable injective hull
in C.
Proof. We show that X=XL is uniform in the sense that the intersection of any two
non-zero subobjects X1 and X2 is non-zero. These subobjects are also simple in C=L.
The quotient functor T is exact so the exact sequence 0 ! X1 \ X2 ! X1 ! (X1 +
X2)=X2 ! 0 gives us, in C=L, that T (X1 \ X2) must be non-zero since T (X1 + X2) =
T (X2). Hence X1 \ X2 is non-zero in C.
The next lemma can be found in [9,5, Corollary 15:8] and is a slight variation of
[6, Corollaire 1, p. 368].
Lemma 2.2. Let C be a (skeletally small) abelian category and suppose that A
is a Serre subcategory of C. Then if T : C ! C=A is the quotient functor and
if 0 ! TX f1! TY f2! TZ ! 0 is exact in C=A then there exists an exact sequence
0 ! X1 g1! Y f2! Z1 ! 0 in C such that the following diagram; where the vertical
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arrows are isomorphisms in C=A; is commutative:
0 −−−−−! TX1
Tg1−−−−−! TY Tg2−−−−−! TZ1 −−−−−! 0?????y
?????y
?????y
0 −−−−−! TX Tf1−−−−−! TY Tf2−−−−−! TZ −−−−−! 0:
Hence an object X becomes simple in C=A i X is not an object of A and if
every subobject U of X either U or X=U belongs to A.
We say that a pair (T;F) of classes of objects of an abelian category C is a torsion
theory if it satises:
1. Hom(T; F) = 0 for all T 2T; F 2F.
2. If Hom(C; F) = 0 for all F 2F; then C 2T.
3. If Hom(T; C) = 0 for all T 2T; then C 2F.
T is called a torsion class and its objects are torsion objects while F is called a
torsion-free class consisting of torsion-free objects. Any given class of objects D is
said to generate the torsion theory (T;F) if F= fF :Hom(D; F) = 0 for all D 2 Dg
and T = fT :Hom(T; F) = 0 for all F 2 Fg. Clearly this denes a torsion theory
and T is the smallest torsion class containing D. It is not dicult to prove [24,
Proposition 6:2:1] that T is the torsion class of some torsion theory i T is closed
under quotient objects, coproducts and extensions. We will pay particular attention to
hereditary torsion theories by which we mean a torsion theory (T;F) such that T is
closed under subobjects. If we suppose further that C is Grothendieck we can show [24,
Proposition 6:3:2] that (T;F) is hereditary i F is closed under injective envelopes.
Also we note that a torsion theory (T;F) is hereditary iT is a localising subcategory
of C. If = (T;F) is hereditary we can dene the torsion functor  : C! C so that
X = XT.
We say that a localising subcategory L of a locally coherent category is of nite
type if the right adjoint t of the inclusion functor i :L ,! C commutes with di-
rect limits. This is equivalent to the section functor commuting with direct limits (see
[13, Proposition 3:3] for example). An important result for us is that for any locally
coherent category C and localising subcategory L of C of nite type, the quotient
category C=L is also locally coherent. This well-known result may be seen by slightly
strengthening Theorems 2:1 and 2:2 of [15]. It has been noticed, by Herzog, Prest and
Krause, see for example [13, Corollary 9:8], that there is a bijective correspondence
between Serre subcategories of Cfp where C is a locally coherent category and hered-
itary torsion theories of nite type for C. The Serre subcategory A of Cfp is mapped
to the hereditary torsion theory generated by A and a given hereditary torsion theory
is mapped to the nitely presented objects in the torsion class.
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In any Grothendieck category C, we have the existence of injective hulls and ev-
ery injective object can be written as a direct sum Ed  Ec where Ed is the injective
hull of a direct sum of indecomposable injectives and Ec is continuous (see, e.g. [17,
Corollary 4.A.10]), i.e. has no indecomposable summand. Spec(C) is dened as the set
of isomorphism classes of all indecomposable injective objects of C. Following [14,
Chapter 5], let L be any localising sub-category of C. Then if E0 is an indecomposable
injective object of L (where we consider L as a Grothendieck category in its own
right) the hull of E0 in C is indecomposable. We thus get an embedding of Spec(L)
into Spec(C). We also have that the section functor S, relative to the localising sub-
category L, denes an injection Q S(Q) of Spec(C=L) into Spec(C) with image
the L-closed objects (the images of the injective objects in C=L under the section
functor are precisely the L-closed injectives in C by [14, Chapter 4, Proposition 5:3]
for example). If we identify Spec(L) and Spec(C=L) with their images in Spec(C)
under these mappings then Spec(C) is the disjoint union of Spec(L) and Spec(C=L).
In general, the set Spec(L) does not determine the localising subcategory L but when
C is a locally coirreducible category, by which we mean that there are no continuous
injective objects in C, it does [14, Chapter 5, Corollary 3:8].
Proposition 2.3. If C is a locally coirreducible category and if L and L0 are
localising subcategories, then the following are equivalent: (i) L=L0; (ii) Spec(L)=
Spec(L0); (iii) Spec(C=L) = Spec(C=L0).
Lemma 2.4. Suppose X is an object of the localising subcategory generated by the
set fXigi2I in the Grothendieck category C; E 2 C is injective and Hom(Xi; E) = 0
for each i 2 I . Then Hom(X; E) = 0. In particular
(X )
[
i2I
(Xi2I ):
where (X ) is the subset of Spec(C) dened by E 2 (X ) i Hom(X; E) 6= 0.
Proof. If 0! X 0 ! X ! X 00 ! 0 is an exact sequence then by injectivity Hom(X; E)=
0 i Hom(X 0; E) = 0 and Hom(X 00; E) = 0. If fXjgj2J is directed system of objects
with Hom(Xj; E) = 0 for each j 2 J , then
Hom

lim!
j2J
Xj; E

is isomorphic to
lim 
j2J
Hom(Xj; E)
which is zero.
When C is locally coherent we can dene [11] the Ziegler topology on C to be the
topological space on the set Spec(C) with a (compact basis) of open sets dened by
f(X ): X is nitely presentedg. Herzog shows that the open sets of this topology are
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in bijective correspondence with the Serre subcategories of Cfp. We call the Cantor{
Bendixson rank (see [17] for the denition and results about this rank on the Ziegler
topology for indecomposable pure-injective modules) of a point E of Spec(C) relative
to the Ziegler topology the Ziegler rank (denoted Zg-rk(E)) when this exists and
say that the Ziegler rank is 1 otherwise. Roos [22] dened a conjugate category
for each locally coherent category, a concept that encompasses the dualities between
(R−mod; Ab) and (mod−R; Ab) (see Section 3 for the denitions of these categories).
Further, [22, p. 204] shows that the conjugate category Cco is equivalent to the category
of left exact functors from C to the category of abelian groups Ab that commute with
direct limits. Some further consequences may be found in [4,13]. For our purposes it
is enough to say that for every locally coherent category C there is a conjugate locally
coherent category Cco such that (Cfp)op is naturally equivalent to (Cco)fp and that Cco
is determined up to natural equivalence by this property.
We say that a locally coherent category C satises the isolation property (^) i
for any localising subcategory of nite type L we have that if there exists a nitely
presented X such that (X ) contains only one L-closed point then there is a nitely pre-
sented C=L-simple X in C with this property. The following generalises and simplies
[25, Section 8:11] (see [17, Theorem 10:16] for a version using (^)).
Proposition 2.5. Suppose C is locally coirreducible. Then C satises (^).
Proof. Suppose X 2 Cfp with (TLX ) = fEg in Spec(C=L) where L is a localising
subcategory of C of nite type. We dene L0 to be the localising subcategory of
C=L generated by those nitely presented objects Z with (Z)fEg in Spec(C=L).
Now since Spec(L0)= fEg; L0 has unique simple object TLY and since C is locally
coirreducible, TLY embeds in every object of L0 and thus is a nitely generated
subobject of TLX . So using Lemma 2.2, Y can be taken to be a subobject of X and
since Y is the sum of its nitely generated subobjects, we can use the fact that the
quotient functor commutes with direct limits and take Y to be nitely generated. Thus
Y is a nitely generated subobject of X which is nitely presented and hence Y is
nitely presented.
One can extend this to prove the dichotomy that if a basic Ziegler open set (X )
isolates a point E of the Spectrum then either X has nite length or there is a continuous
injective object M with (X;M) 6= 0 and for each such object M we have M is a direct
summand of E for some cardinal . In this case no f.p. subquotient of X has breadth
or m-dimension.
3. Model-theoretic motivations
The category one should have in the back of one’s mind reading this article is the
category (mod − R; Ab) of additive functors from the category of nitely presented
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right R-modules to the category of abelian groups. For every ring R, (mod − R; Ab)
is locally coherent. A formula ( x) in the language of right R-modules is said to be
positive primitive (or p.p.) if it is equivalent to one of the form
(9 w)( x w)

H1
H2

= 0
for some matrices H1 and H2 of the correct size with entries in R. The set of all right
pp-formulae in n free variables v for the ring R can be made to form a lattice modulo
any complete theory of right R-modules T . The pre-order is    i T j=  !  and
the intersection and sum are given by \ =^ and (+ )( v)=(9 u)(9 w)(( u)^
 ( w) ^ v= u+ w). This lattice will be denoted by Lattn(TR) (Lattn(IR) when T is the
theory of all modules) but more usually our choice of n will be arbitrary and we will
suppress the subscript and use the notation Latt(TR). All that we have said also applies
to the similarly dened left pp-formulas.
A pp-formula denes an image under projection of the solution set of a nite system
of homogeneous R-linear equations and so the set of realisations (M) of  in a
module M forms a subgroup of Mn. Each pp-formula  may be thought of as dening
a functor F in (mod−R; Ab) where F(M)=(M). The nitely presented objects of
(mod − R; Ab) then turn out to be those that are isomorphic to one of the form F= 
where F= (M) = (M)= (M) [18, pp. 190{191].
An object of (mod − R; Ab) is injective i it is isomorphic to one of the form
−⊗RM where RM is a pure-injective module (see for example [12, Theorem B:16(iv)]).
Spec((mod − R; Ab)) can thus be thought of as the underlying set RI of isomor-
phism classes of indecomposable pure-injective left R-modules (by identifying inde-
composable objects with the indecomposable pure-injective modules that dene them
under tensoring). We then have for nitely presented functors that (F= ) as dened
in Lemma 2.4 is the classical Ziegler open set (D =D) since (F= ;− ⊗R M) =
D =D(M) (see [18, p. 193] for this result and the denition of D, Prest’s duality
between left and right pp-formulas). Hence as Herzog noticed, the left Ziegler Spec-
trum, whose points are the isomorphism classes of pure-injective indecomposable left
R-modules (a set we denoted by RI) can be identied with the Ziegler Spectrum for
Spec((mod− R; Ab)).
We dene I(T ) to be the subset of pure-injective indecomposables which are direct
summands of some model of T and we can think of this as a topological space with
the relative topology induced from RI . Then we can identify this topology with the
Ziegler topology on (mod − R; Ab)T where (mod − R; Ab)T denotes (mod − R; Ab)
quotiented by the localising subcategory generated by the nitely presented objects X
in (mod− R; Ab) with (X;M 0) = 0 for all M 0 2 I(T ).
Furthermore, using the nitely presented functor=pp-pair correspondence, we get that
the usual notions of m-dimension, model-theoretic duality and Cantor{Bendixson rank
of the Ziegler Spectrum are all special cases of denitions in Section 1 where C is
taken to be (mod− R; Ab).
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4. Finitely presented Krull ltrations
We wish to look at the nitely presented Krull ltration introduced by Geigle [8]
(which he calls the strong Krull{Gabriel ltration in [7]) and at what Jensen and
Lenzing [12, p. 198] call -simple functors. We will use  instead of  because 
is often used to denote limit ordinals (here, -simple functors can never be dened
when  is a limit ordinal!). The main result in this section has probably been (at least)
suspected before.
Recalling the denition of the nitely presented Krull ltration for a locally coherent
category C from Section 1 take F−1 =f0g and dene recursively the full subcategories
of Cfp so that the objects of F+1 are precisely those X 2 Cfp such that X has nite
length in Cfp=F and F =
S
< F for  a limit ordinal. For each ordinal , dene
H to be the localising subcategory of C generated by F and say that C has f.p.
dimension  i Cfp =H and  is the least ordinal with this property. Otherwise the
f.p. dimension of C is undened.
Remark 4.1. When C=(mod−R; Ab) Jensen and Lenzing dene an -simple functor
(for  =  + 1) to be a H-torsion-free, C=H-simple functor lying in H. Possibly
with one eye xed on Artin algebras, they assert [12, p. 198] that the set of 0-simple
functors is precisely the set of simple functors. Whilst this is true for Artin algebras it
is not true, for example, if R is a (right) simple regular ring that is not artinian. Any
such ring has no minimal pp-pairs in its largest theory of modules but the category
(mod− R; Ab) most certainly has simple objects. For more on this see [20].
We wish to show that the denition of the nitely presented Krull ltration corre-
sponds to that of m-dimension in a natural way. We will rst of all need to look at
the sequence of categories H0H1    in a bit more detail.
Denition 4.2. If X 2 C then for each ordinal  we let X denote the largest subobject
of X in H. We say that an object X is Geigle +1-simple i TX is simple in C=H
(where T is shorthand for TH).
Lemma 2.1 tells us that if X is Geigle +1-simple then X=X has an indecomposable
injective hull.
Proposition 4.3. The simple objects of C in H0 are precisely the nitely presented
simple objects. It follows that Cfp \H0 is the set of nite length objects in Cfp.
Proof. The rst part of the statement is straightforward. We can get the second part
quickly from [13] but an explicit proof will be useful. Let (H0;F) be the hereditary
torsion theory generated by the nitely presented simple objects. Suppose that X is a
nitely presented but not nite length object in H0. Let  be the sum of all the nite
length subobjects of X . Then X= 62 F since HomC(X; Z) = 0 for all Z 2 F and so
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has a nitely presented simple subobject which we may express as Y + = where Y
is a nitely generated subobject of X . Now Y + = = Y=Y \  where Y \  is not
nitely generated, for otherwise Y would have nite length and then Y 2 . Therefore,
H0 has a simple object that is not nitely presented. Contradiction.
[13, Theorem 2:4] for example tells us that the hereditary torsion theories of nite
type are precisely those with torsion class generated by a set of nitely presented
objects. Thus H0 is the torsion class of a hereditary torsion theory of nite type for
C and C=H0 is again a locally coherent category. The images of the nitely presented
objects of C are again nitely presented and form a set of nitely presented generators
for C=H0.
The following lemma is trivial.
Lemma 4.4. If L is a modular lattice and if for  ;  2 L and every  2 L with
     we have either m-dim [ ; ]   or m-dim [; ]   then m-dim [ ; ] 
 + 1.
Theorem 4.5. Let X be a nitely presented object in the locally coherent category
C. Then X has nite non-zero length in C=H i the m-dimension of X in C is +1.
Proof. The case  = −1 follows from Proposition 4.3. That result showed that the
nite length, nitely presented objects make up Cfp \ H0 and these are precisely the
nitely presented objects in C with m-dimension zero.
So suppose   0 and that for all < we have X = 0 in C=H i m-dim(X )  .
If  is a limit ordinal then clearly X = 0 in C=H i m-dim(X )  . So suppose that
 = + 1 and that X = 0 in C=H+1. Then since H is of nite type (it is generated
by nitely presented objects), TX is nitely presented in C=H and so by Proposition
4.3 has nite length. Thus any chain of subobjects of TX of maximal length can be
expressed, by Lemma 2.2 as
0<TX1<TX2<   <TXn = TX
where 0<X1<X2<   <Xn = X and each of the TXi is nitely generated as an
object of C=H. Now since C is locally coherent and X is nitely presented we have
that each Xi is a sum of nitely generated subobjects and that T commutes with direct
limits. Therefore for each i  n we have that there exists a nitely presented subobject
Yi of X with TYi = TXi in C=H where we may also assume that Yi <Yi+1 for each
i<n. The Yi form a chain of subobjects of X with each Yi+1=Yi Geigle + 1-simple.
Thus if Yi <Z <Yi+1 then either TZ = TYi or TZ = TYi+1 and, since the quotient
functor T is exact, we have by the inductive hypothesis that either m-dim(Z=Yi)  
or m-dim(Yi+1=Z)  . So by Lemma 4.4 m-dim(X )  + 1.
Conversely if m-dim(X )  + 1 then let
0 = Y0<Y1<   <Yn = X
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be a chain of subobjects of X of maximal length so that m-dim(Yi+1=Yi) =  + 1 for
each i<n. Then by our assumption each of the quotients Yi+1=Yi is C=H-simple, TX
is a nitely presented object of nite length in C=H and so X 2 H+1. Thus the
inductive step is proven and the result follows immediately.
It is an open problem as to whether there is a theory of modules such that (mod−
R; Ab)T fails to satisfy the condition (^) (we note that saying that (mod − R; Ab)T
satises (^) is the same as saying that the theory T satises (^) in the sense of [17]).
Thus the following criterion is useful.
Corollary 4.6. Let R be a ring with RT a theory satisfying (^) and suppose that
M 2R I . Then Zg-rkT (M) =  i F = 0 in (mod − R; Ab)T =H for some nitely
presented F 2 (mod − R; Ab)T with (F;− ⊗R M) 6= 0 and  is the least ordinal with
this property (the chain of H0H1    is taken within (mod− R; Ab)T ).
Proof. Since RT satises (^), Zg-rkT (M) =  i there exist right pp-formulas DTR j=
 !  with D =D(M) 6= 0, m-dimT [D;D ]   and  is the least such ordinal.
The result then follows since m-dimDT [ ; ] = m-dimT [D;D ] for all pp-pairs by
elementary duality.
Remark 4.7. We note that although at each stage of quotienting of the category C we
localise only at the nitely presented simple objects in the relevant quotient category
this does not necessarily imply that a simple object Y that is not nitely presented in
C will not be in any H. There is the possibility that Y will become nitely presented
in the category C=H. This will happen when there is a non-zero map from a nitely
presented object m-dimension  + 1 to Y (for example look at the simple subfunctor
of −⊗Z Zp1 in (mod− Z; Ab)).
5. Semi-noetherian categories
We recall, from Section 1 the denitions Krull ltrations, Krull{Gabriel dimension
and semi-noetherian Grothendieck categories. For a Grothendieck category C, we de-
ned C0 to be the localising subcategory of C generated by all the simple objects,
C+1 as the localising subcategory generated by those X 2 C which become simple
or zero in C=C and C to be the union of all the C with < when  is a limit
ordinal.
Theorem 5:5 of [14] tells us that any semi-noetherian category is locally coirre-
ducible. When C is locally coherent we can say somewhat more. We note that the con-
cept of C having f.p. dimension is like a nitely presented version of the semi-noetherian
denition (i.e. we look instead at Cfp and at ltrations of Serre subcategories dened
by simple objects in Cfp). We also note that the Krull{Gabriel dimension of C may
be less than the f.p. dimension of C. For example, by Theorem 4.5, the f.p. dimension
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of the category of nitely presented functors (mod−Z; Ab)fp equals m-dim(IZ)=2 but
the Krull{Gabriel dimension of (mod− Z; Ab) = 1 (see [2,3]). We can however show
that these ranks co-exist.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that C is locally coherent and semi-noetherian. Then C has
m-dimension.
Proof. Suppose C does not have m-dimension and let L be the localising subcategory
generated by all the objects of Cfp with m-dimension.
Let  be minimal such that there exists Z 2 Cfp with Z=ZL 2 C+1 n C. Now
Z=ZL has a C=C-simple subobject which we may express as X=XL by Lemma 2.2 for
some nitely presented subobject X of Z (since every object is the sum of its nitely
generated subobjects in a locally nitely presented category and furthermore, these
are all f.p. since C is locally coherent). Every non-zero nitely generated subobject
of X=XL is expressible in the form Y=YL with Y  X f.p. and Y=YL 2 C would
contradict our choice of . Thus X=XL is C-torsion free.
Now there exists Y <X; Y=YL 6= 0 and m-dim(X=Y ) = 1. For if m-dim(X=Y )
were dened for all such Y then choosing an ordinal  greater than anything in ei-
ther fm-dim(X=Y ): Y <X; Y=YL 6= 0g or fm-dim(Y ): Y <X; Y=YL 6= 0g will yield
m-dim(X )  , as in Lemma 4.4, contradicting X=XL 6= 0. Lemma 2.2 now tells us
that the cokernel of the embedding Y=YL ,! X=XL is in C. This cokernel is the object
X=(Y + XL) and since there is an epimorphism from this object to (X=Y )=(X=Y )L we
have (X=Y )=(X=Y )L 2 C. This contradicts our choice of .
Corollary 5.2. Suppose that the category (mod − R; Ab)T is semi-noetherian. Then
m-dim(Latt(TR))<1.
Corollary 5.3. For any locally coherent category C; C is semi-noetherian i Cco is
semi-noetherian.
We have an analogous result, Corollary 5.6, when a certain countability assumption
is put upon the skeleton of Cfp. The next result is heavily inspired by [25, 7.8(2)]. Once
the correct translations are employed, we can reduce the problem to a lattice-theoretic
situation which is almost identical to the one considered in [17, Theorem 10:13]. This
cuts a lot of the work out of the proof.
We rst dene the Serre subcategory A of Cfp to be that generated by those objects
whose lattices of subobjects (in Cfp) have breadth (see Section 1 for this denition).
We then let B be the localising subcategory (of nite type) of C generated by A.
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that the category Cfp=A is non-trivial with a countable skele-
ton. Then C is not locally coirreducible.
Proof. Let X be non-zero in Cfp=A and let fn: n 2 !g be an enumeration of L, the
lattice of subobjects of X in Cfp, so that every one of these objects occurs innitely
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many times in this list. We will construct a subobject Dp of X so that X=Dp has a
continuous injective hull (the reader familiar with [3] will hopefully see the notation
is suggestive of what happens under duality to left pp-types and pp-formulas when
C=(mod−R; Ab)). Any subobject of X is completely specied by its nitely presented
subobjects and so we may think of arbitrary subobjects of X as ideals in L.
We construct Dp inductively, deciding at the (n + 1)th stage whether n+1 should
be in the ideal Dp or not. In what follows we let Greek letters denote points of the
lattice L and take the pair  = where    in L to mean the interval [;  ] in L. We
will construct for each n 2 ! a nite set of intervals In of L and rst set I−1 = fLg.
At the nth stage of the construction we will have for each m  n.
1. decided whether m 2 Dp or m 62 Dp.
2. set n = fi: i  n and i 2 Dpg
3. dened a nite set In of intervals such that for each  = 2 In.
(i) n  ,
(ii) there is an interval  0=0 2 In−1 such that  =   0=0, by which we mean
that  = is in the Serre subcategory of Cfp=A generated by  0=0 (where we are here
thinking not of these as intervals of the lattice but as objects of the category).
For the (n+ 1)th stage we let  = n+1 and consider two cases.
Case a:  + < +  for each  = 2 In. In this case we put  into Dp, set
n+1 = n + n and take In+1 to be f +  = + :  = 2 Ing.
Case b:  + =  +  for some  = 2 In. In this case we say  is not in Dp and
choose for each type (b) pair  = 2 In a pair of incomparable points 1; 2 such that
<1 ^ 2<1 + 2< and put 1 + 2=1 and 1 + 2=2 into In+1. For type a
intervals in this case we put  +  = +  in In+1 and set n+1 = n.
All the work needed to verify that this induction process is properly dened is purely
lattice theoretic. The argument is exactly the same as in [17, Theorem 10:13] except
here we are working in the opposite lattice with Dp the sum of the ascending chain
0  1      n    . Further (again purely lattice theoretic) considerations show
that for any point  62 Dp we have two subobjects  1;  2   which are not in Dp
such that ( 1 +Dp)=Dp \ ( 2 +Dp)=Dp= 0. So no subobject of X=Dp is uniform and
hence its injective hull E is continuous.
Finally we must show that C has continuous injective object. If S is the section
functor S : C=B ! C then S(E) is injective and B-closed, so any indecomposable
injective summand Q of S(E) would be non-zero under the action of the quotient
functor T : C ! C=B. Thus T (Q) would be an indecomposable direct summand of
TS(E) = E which is a contradiction.
The next result generalises [25, 7.1(1); 17, 10.11].
Proposition 5.5. If Cfp =A then C is locally coirreducible.
Proof. We suppose that E is a continuous injective object in C (where Cfp = A)
and let D be the quotient category C=L where L is the localising subcategory of
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C generated by those nitely presented objects X 0 with (X 0; E) = 0. Clearly every
nitely presented object X of D will also have breadth and we let B be the localising
subcategory of D generated by all the nitely presented objects of breadth  . Now
since X has breadth there is some  such that TBX has a uniserial subobject. Clearly
this uniserial object in D is uniform since the intersection of two non-zero subobjects
is non-zero, and so it has an indecomposable injective hull. This may be written as
TBQ where Q is a B-closed indecomposable injective in C and TBQ is a direct
summand of TBE. But since Q and E are B-closed they are the images of TBQ and
TBE under the section functor and so by the exactness of the section functor E has
an indecomposable summand. Contradiction.
Corollary 5.6. Suppose that C is a locally coherent category and that A is the Serre
subcategory of Cfp consisting of all nitely presented objects in C which have breadth.
Suppose further that the category Cfp=A has a countable skeleton. Then C is locally
coirreducible i Cco is locally coirreducible.
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